
 

 
 
INFORMATION: Contribution to the concept of sustainable utilization of resources:  

Reducing the number of animals required for research by sharing biological materials  

According to the statistics of animal experiments 2019 of the Ministry of Science1, the number of 
animals used in research is still growing. For this reason, the development of alternative methods to 
animal testing is encouraged; however, a more resource-efficient use of biological leftover materials has 
also the potential to reduce the number of required animals. In certain cases, surplus material derived 
from animal studies can be made available to other researchers for other research topics. Crucial for this 
concept is the willingness of researchers to share biological material with the research community. 
Tissue sharing possesses advantages for both parties. The open use of sample material can result in new 
collaborations and publications, and the use of already existing material helps the sample user to save 
time and money. In addition, for economic, ethical and academic issues, it is mandatory to check 
whether remaining resources can still be used before new or additional animal models and samples are 
acquired.  
The European directive 2019/63/EU2 includes the request that Member States shall support programs 
with the intention to share organs and tissues of animals killed for research purposes. The following 
initiatives have already been successfully implemented: 

• Shared Ageing Research Models (ShARM UK)3: A nonprofit organization that collects, stores, and 
distributes tissues from aged murine models by running a tissue biorepository.   

• Sharing Experimental Animal Resources, Coordinating Holdings (SEARCH)4: An online no-cost 
platform to bring together those requiring animal tissues and those holding archival material 
from leftover material derived from animal studies.  

• AniMatch5: An online platform enabling scientists to connect and share organs and tissues of 
sacrificed animals. It is open for academic and nonacademic institutions with unlimited 
(international) or limited (in-house or neighborhood) access solutions.  

• Neuro Ecological Research Denmark (NERD)6: An animal-brain biobank, collecting brain tissues 
received from research projects, ZOOs and farms („Stop brain waste“: Sustainable research by 
reusing animals) 

• Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, US (IACUC)7: Setting up a „Tissue 
Sharing“program in the US with the intention to minimize animals required for research.   
 

The VetBiobank has the infrastructure to collect biological material and data. Samples and data of 
euthanized animals can be used to:  

➢ build up a digital platform to inform about the availability of animal cadavers (teaching, fresh 
tissue for cell cultures, preservation of samples for a later use) 

➢ store backup-samples to minimize the risk of sample loss in case of an equipment failure  
➢ store additional samples, if not enough storage place is available e.g. for further research, for 

providing samples to other researchers, or the storage of identical sample material for 
comparison of different analytical methods (establishment of a new method).   

➢ provide samples for teaching purposes /final theses 
  

Please contact us, if we can support you to use leftover material from animal studies in a more sufficient 
way: monika.wieser@vetmeduni.ac.at  
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